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Willow is Lily Ann Bud closest confidante until the mysterious Colleen Harrison befriends her. Colleen
teaches her about nature and she realizes there is more to the elderly Mrs. Harrison than meets the
eye.But it s Colleen s final lesson that has the greatest impact on Lily s world. Pea Peckle, one of the
Fey, introduces Lily to enchanting spirit beings that strengthen her link with the planet and expands
her view of the universe. Nature fairies may have funny names but they are only silly sometimes. Lily
s quest for the Spiritstone s next caretaker is plagued with nightmares and loss, but when she alone
sees the violet spark the stakes are raised. Uncertainty of her worth, sanity, and strength haunt Lily
even after each new achievement. Can Lily stop the menacing phantom that threatens everything
she hold dear? Will Lily s soul offer the answers that her mind refused to believe? Will Lily recognize
the Energy In Stone ? Energy in Stone ~ a magical garden of fantasy ~ the first...
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Reviews
This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom Fisher
This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not
truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Ma r lin B er g str om
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